
               10F1E GMSK Digital Voice Unit EJ-48U/52U Instruction Manual

(A) For Mobile radio installation

Installation 

  1) Turn off the power and remove the bottom case of the main unit.

  2) Plug the connector of EJ-48U to the matching connector on the circuit board securely and reassemble the bottom case. The 

position of the connector may slightly vary depending on the compatible transceiver but usually it is located just around the 

right corner toward the front side.

Selecting the DIGITAL mode

  1) Press FUNC key, and while [ F ] icon is displayed on the LCD, press SQL key.

  2) A square-wave icon and a 6-digit code appears on the display and it enters to the setting mode. 

EMS-57 Remote-Control Microphone: Select the LOCK off/DTMF off positions on the microphone. Press one of 1-0 key on 

the keypad to enter the first digit. The number appears on the LCD and a cursor moves to the right by one digit. Repeat the  

sequence to complete the desired code. Use UP/DOWN key to move the cursor as necessary, or press CALL key to reset and 

restart the setting from the beginning. If the digital squelch (Like a TSQ, only the signal that matches the digital-code will 

open the squelch) is desired, press V/M key and observe that the SQ icon appears. Press PTT key to save and exit from the 

setting mode and enter to the digital operation mode.

      EMS-53 Plain / EMS-56 DTMF Microphones: Select the LOCK off position on the microphone. Use the main dial to select the 

first digit. Press UP/DOWN key to move the cursor, CALL key to reset, V/M key to activate digital squelch and PTT to save 

the setting and enter to the digital operation mode.   

  3) Repeat the step 1) to return to the Analog mode. The square-wave icon will disappear.

Note: EJ-48U and EJ-50U TNC board shares the same port on the circuit board. Please select the board as necessary.

(B)  For Handheld radio installation

Installation

  1) Turn off the power and remove the battery pack from the body. Locate a small plate on the rear case. Remove a screw to open it.

  2) Insert the unit to the slot by concerning the connector positions. Don’t force it but just drop the unit in the slot, delicately position 

the connectors, then press the unit firmly.  

  3) Reassemble the cover and secure it with the screw. No CPU reset is required.

Operation

  1) Press the FUNC SET key and then press the SQL DIGI key while “F” icon appears on the display.　

  2) A  icon and a 6-digit code are displayed on the LCD and the Digital mode is now activated.

  3) In case of Key-less models, rotate the main dial to select the digit and enter it by pressing the VOL key, the cursor (a flashing  

number) moves toward right. Repeat to complete the code. To delete it and start the setting from the beginning press BAND key 

at any time. There is no way to go back by one previous digit. When the setting is complete, press V/M key to set the digital 

squelch for selective calling. A SQ icon appears. You may skip this but by doing so you may hear a noise when similar GMSK 

signal is received. Press PTT or FUNC key to exit the set mode.

In case of Key-pad models, press number key 0 – 9 to set the codes. The entered number will appear on the LCD and cursor 

moves automatically to the right. Press CALL key for resetting the code, V/M key for the digital squelch setting, and press 

FUNC or PTT to exit the set mode. 

 5) To deactivate the digital mode, repeat step 1) and observe that a speaker icon disappears. Press PTT or FUNC key to set and exit.

Please be sure to consult the rules that apply in your country before you actually operate in the digital mode. This unit is not intended for

use where the import, sale or use of such devices is prohibited by the government. The manufacturer declines any and all responsibilities

for any illegal use, nor is it responsible for sales of our products by dealers to any party.
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